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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic generative model, called ROOTS, for
unsupervised learning of object-oriented 3D-scene representation and rendering.
ROOTS bases on the Generative Query Network (GQN) framework. However,
unlike GQN, ROOTS provides independent, modular, and object-oriented decomposition of the 3D scene representation. In ROOTS, the inferred object-oriented
representation is 3D in the sense that it is 3D-viewpoint invariant as the scene-level
representation of GQN is so. ROOTS also provides hierarchical object-oriented
representation: at 3D global-scene level and at 2D local-image level. In experiments, we demonstrate on datasets of 3D rooms with multiple objects, the above
properties by focusing on its abilities for disentanglement, compositionality, transferability, and generalization. ROOTS achieves this without performance degradation on generation quality in comparison to GQN.
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I NTRODUCTION

The shortcomings of contemporary deep learning such as interpretability, sample efficiency, ability
for reasoning and causal inference, transferability, and compositionality, are where the symbolic AI
has traditionally shown its strengths (Garnelo & Shanahan, 2019). Thus, one of the grand challenges
in machine learning has been to make deep learning embrace the benefits of symbolic representation
so that symbolic entities can emerge from high-dimensional observations such as visual scenes.
In particular, for learning from visual observations of the physical world, such representation should
consider the following criteria. First, it should focus on objects (and their relations) which are foundational entities constructing the physical world. These can be considered as units on which we can
build a modular model. The modular nature also helps compositionality (Andreas et al., 2016) and
transferability (Kansky et al., 2017). Second, being three-dimensional (3D) is a decisive property
of the physical world. We humans, equipped with such 3D representation in our brain (Yamane
et al., 2008), can retain consistency on the identity of an object even if it is observed from different
viewpoints. Lastly, learning such representation should be unsupervised. Although there have been
remarkable advances in supervised methods to object perception (Redmon et al., 2016; Ren et al.,
2015; Long et al., 2015), the technology should advance toward unsupervised learning as we humans
do. This not only avoids expensive labeling efforts but also allows adaptability and flexibility to the
evolving goals of various downstream tasks because “objectness” itself can vary on the situation.
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic generative model that can learn, without supervision, objectoriented 3D representation of a 3D scene from its partial 2D observations. We call the proposed
model ROOTS (Representation of Object-Oriented Three-dimensional Scenes). We base our model
on the framework of Generative Query Networks (GQN) (Eslami et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2018).
However, unlike GQN which provides only a scene-level representation that encodes the whole 3D
scene into a single continuous vector, the scene representation of ROOTS is decomposed into objectwise representations each of which is also an independent, modular, and 3D representation. Further,
ROOTS learns to model a background representation separately for the non-object part of the scene.
The object-oriented representation of ROOTS is more interpretable, composible, and transferable.
Besides, ROOTS provides the two-level hierarchy of the object-oriented representation: one for a
global 3D scene and another for local 2D images. This makes the model more interpretable and
provides more useful structure for downstream tasks. In experiments, we show the above abilities
of ROOTS on the 3D-Room dataset containing images of 3D rooms with several objects of different
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colors and shapes. We also show that these new abilities are achieved without sacrificing generation
quality compared to GQN.
Our proposed problem and method are significantly different from existing works on visual 3D
learning although some of those partly tackle some of our challenges. First, our model learns factorized object-oriented 3D representations which are independent and modular, from a scene containing multiple objects with occlusion and partial observability rather than a single object. Second,
our method is unsupervised, not using any 3D structure annotation such as voxels, cloud points, or
meshes as well as bounding boxes or segmentation annotation. Third, our model is a probabilistic
generative model learning both representation and rendering with uncertainty modeling. Lastly, it is
trained end-to-end. In Section 4, we provide more discussion on the related works.
The main contributions are: (i) We propose, in the GQN framework, a new problem of learning
object-oriented 3D representations of a 3D scene containing multiple objects with occlusion and
partial observability in the challenging setting described above. (ii) We achieve this by proposing a
new probabilistic model and neural architecture. (iii) We demonstrate that our model enables various
new abilities such as compositionality and transferability while not losing generation quality.
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P RELIMINARY: G ENERATIVE Q UERY N ETWORKS

The generative query networks (GQN) (Eslami et al., 2018) is a probabilistic generative latentvariable model providing a framework to learn a 3D representation of a 3D scene. In this framework,
an agent navigating a scene i collects K images xki from 2D viewpoint vik . We refer this collection
to context observations Ci = {(xki , vik )}k=1,...,K . While GQN is trained on a set of scenes, in the
following, we omit the scene index i for brevity and discuss a single scene without loss of generality.
GQN learns scene representation z from context C. The learned representation z of GQN is a 3Dviewpoint invariant representation of the scene in the sense that, given an arbitrary query viewpoint
vq , its corresponding 2D image xq can be generated from the representation.
In the GQN framework, there are two versions. The standard GQN model (Eslami et al., 2018)
uses the query viewpoint to generate representation whereas the Consistent GQN (CGQN) (Kumar et al., 2018) uses the query after generating the scene representation in order to obtain queryindependent scene-level representation. Although we use CGQN as our base framework to obtain
query-independent scene-level representation, in the rest of the paper we use the abbreviation GQN
instead of CGQN to indicate the general GQN framework embracing both GQN and CGQN.
R
The generative process of GQN is written as follows: p(xq |vq , C) = p(xq |vq , z)p(z|C)dz. As
shown, GQN uses a conditional prior p(z|C) to learn scene representation z from context. To do
this, it first obtains a neural scene representation r from the representation network r = frepr-gqn (C)
which combines the encodings of (vk , xk ) ∈ C in an order-invariant way such as sum or mean.
It then uses ConvDRAW (Gregor
Q et al., 2016) to generate the scene latent variable z from scene
representation r by p(z|C) = l=1:L p(zl |z<l , r) = ConvDRAW(r) with L autoregressive rollout
steps. Due to intractability of the posterior distribution p(z|C, vq , xq ), GQN uses variational inference for posterior approximation and the reparameterization trick (Kingma & Welling, 2013) for
backpropagation through stochastic variables. The objective is to maximize the following evidence
lower bound (ELBO) via gradient-based optimization.
log pθ (xq | vq , C) ≥ Eqφ (z|C,vq ,xq ) [log pθ (xq | vq , z)] − KL(qφ (z | C, vq , xq ) k pθ (z | C)).
Note that although in this paper we use a single target observation D = (xq , vq ) for brevity, the
model is in general trained on a set of target observations D = {(xqj , vjq )}j .

3
3.1

ROOTS: R EPRESENTATION OF O BJECT-O RIENTED 3D S CENES
G ENERATIVE P ROCESS

The main difference of our model from GQN is that we have a 3D representation per object present
in the target 3D space while GQN has a single 3D representation compressing the whole 3D space
into a vector without object-level decomposition. We begin this modeling by introducing the number of objects M in the target space as a random variable. Then, we can write the representation
2
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<latexit sha1_base64="z5M4yJTRdELvaJuAiml32lI19rk=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQY4q+4caGIWz/EnX/jJC2i1gMDh3Pu5Z45XsSoVJb1aZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unI8NYYNLGIQtFz0OSMMpJW1HFSC8SBAUeI11vcpH73VsiJA35tUoi4gRoxKlPMVJacs3qIEBq7PnpfXaT3o2RylzbNWtW3SoA54k9IzUwQ8s1PwbDEMcB4QozJGXftiLlpEgoihnJKoNYkgjhCRqRvqYcBUQ6aRE+g/taGUI/FPpxBQv150aKAimTwNOTeVT518vF/7x+rPxTJ6U8ihXheHrIjxlUIcybgEMqCFYs0QRhQXVWiMdIIKx0X5WihLMcx99fniedw7p9VG9cNWrN81kdZbAL9sABsMEJaIJL0AJtgEECHsEzeDEejCfj1XibjpaM2U4V/ILx/gWJ9JV7</latexit>

Object
Gathering

rn
<latexit sha1_base64="YpTfhYHVpfxY8OkCaNU6bR+V2Xc=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRaqu6KblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QySTMTIQS+htuXCji1p9x5984SYOo9cDA4Zx7uWeOH3OmtG1/WqWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/QVVEiCe2QiEey72NFORO0o5nmtB9LikOf054/vcn83gOVikXiXs9i6oV4LFjACNZGct0Q64kfpHI+FMNqza7bOdAycQpSgwLtYfXDHUUkCanQhGOlBo4day/FUjPC6bziJorGmEzxmA4MFTikykvzzHN0YpQRCiJpntAoV39upDhUahb6ZjLLqP56mfifN0h0cOmlTMSJpoIsDgUJRzpCWQFoxCQlms8MwUQykxWRCZaYaFNTJS/hKkPz+8vLpHtWd87rjbtGrXVd1FGGIziGU3DgAlpwC23oAIEYHuEZXqzEerJerbfFaMkqdg7hF6z3L5bEki8=</latexit>

zwhat
3

zwhat
4
<latexit sha1_base64="2Ls3N7gyBhhgbksMEh0WNTsHJUs=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQY4q+4caGIWz/EnX/jJC2i1gMDh3Pu5Z45XsSoVJb1aZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unI8NYYNLGIQtFz0OSMMpJW1HFSC8SBAUeI11vcpH73VsiJA35tUoi4gRoxKlPMVJacs3qIEBq7PnpfXaT3o2RytyGa9asulUAzhN7RmpghpZrfgyGIY4DwhVmSMq+bUXKSZFQFDOSVQaxJBHCEzQifU05Coh00iJ8Bve1MoR+KPTjChbqz40UBVImgacn86jyr5eL/3n9WPmnTkp5FCvC8fSQHzOoQpg3AYdUEKxYognCguqsEI+RQFjpvipFCWc5jr+/PE86h3X7qN64atSa57M6ymAX7IEDYIMT0ASXoAXaAIMEPIJn8GI8GE/Gq/E2HS0Zs50q+AXj/QuOgJV+</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LDe0iqq+cixnE2UZ2NpE3bQo66s=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQa4q+4caGIWz/EnX/jJA2i1gMDh3Pu5Z45XsSoVJb1aZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unI8NYYNLGIQtFz0OSMMpJW1HFSC8SBAUeI11vcpH53VsiJA35tZpGxAnQiFOfYqS05JrVQYDU2POT+/QmuRsjlbpHrlmz6lYOOE/sgtRAgZZrfgyGIY4DwhVmSMq+bUXKSZBQFDOSVgaxJBHCEzQifU05Coh0kjx8Cve1MoR+KPTjCubqz40EBVJOA09PZlHlXy8T//P6sfJPnYTyKFaE49khP2ZQhTBrAg6pIFixqSYIC6qzQjxGAmGl+6rkJZxlOP7+8jzpHNbto3rjqlFrnhd1lMEu2AMHwAYnoAkuQQu0AQZT8AiewYvxYDwZr8bbbLRkFDtV8AvG+xeM/JV9</latexit>

xq

pos
k
upos
k,n = f3D!2D (zn , v )

<latexit sha1_base64="zIjGRwz0gSpp5ESYvAE4bn3x4+Q=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRafOyKblxWsA9oYplMJ+3QySTOTMQS+htuXCji1p9x5984aYOo9cDA4Zx7uWeOH3OmtG1/WoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3OrvL3TUlEiCW2SiEey42NFORO0qZnmtBNLikOf07Y/usz89j2VikXiRo9j6oV4IFjACNZGct0Q66EfpA+T27teuWJX7SnQPHFyUoEcjV75w+1HJAmp0IRjpbqOHWsvxVIzwumk5CaKxpiM8IB2DRU4pMpLp5kn6MAofRRE0jyh0VT9uZHiUKlx6JvJLKP662Xif1430cGZlzIRJ5oKMjsUJBzpCGUFoD6TlGg+NgQTyUxWRIZYYqJNTaVpCecZTr6/PE9aR1XnuFq7rlXqF3kdRdiDfTgEB06hDlfQgCYQiOERnuHFSqwn69V6m40WrHxnF37Bev8CovWSNw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7f2F+0q8g8OVU/712l4SbhCjivk=">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</latexit>

zwhat
<latexit sha1_base64="FIoO06AkBZakeG4Gd6dSciVHMyI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUSLj13RjcsK9gFtLJPppB06mYSZiaXGfIobF4q49Uvc+TdO0iJqPTBwOOde7pnjRYxKZdufxsLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVtlnaaMowFJg0cslC0PSQJo5w0FFWMtCNBUOAx0vJGl5nfuiNC0pDfqElE3AANOPUpRkpLPbPUDZAaen5yn94m4yFSac8s2xU7hzVPnBkpwwz1nvnR7Yc4DghXmCEpO44dKTdBQlHMSFrsxpJECI/QgHQ05Sgg0k3y6Kl1oJW+5YdCP66sXP25kaBAykng6cksqPzrZeJ/XidW/pmbUB7FinA8PeTHzFKhlfVg9akgWLGJJggLqrNaeIgEwkq3VcxLOM9w8v3ledI8qjjHlep1tVy7mNVRgD3Yh0Nw4BRqcAV1aACGMTzCM7wYD8aT8Wq8TUcXjNnOLvyC8f4FVmqU1w==</latexit>

rK

x1 xK

<latexit sha1_base64="XX08ZEty2fNq4UkDaufHacubDHE=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRafOyKbgQ3FewDmlgm00k7dDIJMxOhhP6GGxeKuPVn3Pk3TtIgvg4MHM65l3vm+DFnStv2h1VaWFxaXimvVtbWNza3qts7HRUlktA2iXgkez5WlDNB25ppTnuxpDj0Oe36k8vM795TqVgkbvU0pl6IR4IFjGBtJNcNsR77QSpnd9eDas2u2znQX+IUpAYFWoPquzuMSBJSoQnHSvUdO9ZeiqVmhNNZxU0UjTGZ4BHtGypwSJWX5pln6MAoQxRE0jyhUa5+30hxqNQ09M1kllH99jLxP6+f6ODMS5mIE00FmR8KEo50hLIC0JBJSjSfGoKJZCYrImMsMdGmpkpewnmGk68v/yWdo7pzXG/cNGrNi6KOMuzBPhyCA6fQhCtoQRsIxPAAT/BsJdaj9WK9zkdLVrGzCz9gvX0CYDOSCw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bm0uW17vMk5twlnETiZnlG5WBdM=">AAAB/nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jYorN8EiuCozWrzsim4ENxXsBdqxZDKZNjSTDElGLEPBV3HjQhG3Poc738Z0OhS1/hD4+M85nJPfjxlV2nG+rLn5hcWl5cJKcXVtfWPT3tpuKJFITOpYMCFbPlKEUU7qmmpGWrEkKPIZafqDy3G9eU+kooLf6mFMvAj1OA0pRtpYXXu34wsWpA+jOxdO8bprl5yykwnOgptDCeSqde3PTiBwEhGuMUNKtV0n1l6KpKaYkVGxkygSIzxAPdI2yFFElJdm54/ggXECGAppHtcwc39OpChSahj5pjNCuq/+1sbmf7V2osMzL6U8TjTheLIoTBjUAo6zgAGVBGs2NICwpOZWiPtIIqxNYsUshPOxTqZfnoXGUdk9LlduKqXqRR5HAeyBfXAIXHAKquAK1EAdYJCCJ/ACXq1H69l6s94nrXNWPrMDfsn6+AZj9JXn</latexit>

frepr-scene
<latexit sha1_base64="V9Mtqk7pKj+KICuxpOOmmpqPUgA=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLiicvg0HwYphocLkFvXiMYBZIhqGnU5M06ekZumvEMAz4K148KOLV7/Dm39hZEDU+KHi8V0VVPT8WXKPjfFpz8wuLS8u5lfzq2vrGZmFru6GjRDGos0hEquVTDYJLqCNHAa1YAQ19AU1/cDXym3egNI/kLQ5jcEPakzzgjKKRvMJu4KUdhHtMFcTqSDOQkGVeoeiUnDHsWVKekiKZouYVPjrdiCUhSGSCat0uOzG6KVXImYAs30k0xJQNaA/ahkoagnbT8fmZfWCUrh1EypREe6z+nEhpqPUw9E1nSLGv/3oj8T+vnWBw7qZcxgmCZJNFQSJsjOxRFnaXK2AohoZQpri51WZ9qihDk1h+HMLFCKffL8+SxnGpfFKq3FSK1ctpHDmyR/bJISmTM1Il16RG6oSRlDySZ/JiPVhP1qv1Nmmds6YzO+QXrPcvT9iWfw==</latexit>

pos
q
spos
q,n = f3D!2D (zn , v )

Scene-Object
Latent Map

<latexit sha1_base64="j8NeCI/4XTCmi6J4ETLAjzZjpjI=">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</latexit>

zpos
1,3,4

B

<latexit sha1_base64="j3uVw6603Dj0Feo2KZMnwANqtfU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSyCi1ISW3zsim5cVrAPaGOYTCft0EkmzEyEGuLGX3HjQhG3/oU7/8ZJG0StBy4czrmXe+/xIkalsqxPY25+YXFpubBSXF1b39g0t7ZbkscCkybmjIuOhyRhNCRNRRUjnUgQFHiMtL3RRea3b4mQlIfXahwRJ0CDkPoUI6Ul19ztBUgNPT+5S2+SiMvUTexytVxLXbNkVawJ4Cyxc1ICORqu+dHrcxwHJFSYISm7thUpJ0FCUcxIWuzFkkQIj9CAdDUNUUCkk0w+SOGBVvrQ50JXqOBE/TmRoEDKceDpzuxe+dfLxP+8bqz8UyehYRQrEuLpIj9mUHGYxQH7VBCs2FgThAXVt0I8RAJhpUMrTkI4y3D8/fIsaR1V7GqldlUr1c/zOApgD+yDQ2CDE1AHl6ABmgCDe/AInsGL8WA8Ga/G27R1zshndsAvGO9fcpyXAg==</latexit>

0

1

1

1

z pres
<latexit sha1_base64="ovDFlIu4jRlwjdr9blCnw/w+wgU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxUQZdFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkaRuayYzJHaEO/Qk3LhRx6++4829M21lo64HA4Zxzyb0niKUw6LrfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwaj66nffOTaiEjd4TjmfkgHSvQFo2il1tN9auNm0i2W3LI7A1kmXkZKkKHWLX51ehFLQq6QSWpM23Nj9FOqUTDJJ4VOYnhM2YgOeNtSRUNu/HS274ScWKVH+pG2TyGZqb8nUhoaMw4DmwwpDs2iNxX/89oJ9i/9VKg4Qa7Y/KN+IglGZHo86QnNGcqxJZRpYXclbEg1ZWgrKtgSvMWTl0mjUvbOypXb81L1KqsjD0dwDKfgwQVU4QZqUAcGEp7hFd6cB+fFeXc+5tGck80cwh84nz+d05BY</latexit>

zpos

Po1 NULL
Po3
Po4
<latexit sha1_base64="hfNOI9dodQO5IPcI51ryEhoWAKk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtgh6LXjwUqeC2hXYp2TTbhibZJckKpfQvePGgiFf/kDf/jdl2D9r6YODx3gwz88KEM21c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo5aOU0WoT2Ieq06INeVMUt8ww2knURSLkNN2OL7N/PYTVZrF8tFMEhoIPJQsYgSbTLr3G41+ueJW3TnQKvFyUoEczX75qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5hgipVhhNNZqZdqmmAyxkPatVRiQXUwnd86Q2dWGaAoVrakQXP198QUC60nIrSdApuRXvYy8T+vm5roOpgymaSGSrJYFKUcmRhlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HhKNgRv+eVV0qpVvYtq7eGyUr/J4yjCCZzCOXhwBXW4gyb4QGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB3/DjeE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="euiBb/TM60c8y0ouFNj1i8t4Zbo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzW7Y3Qgh9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gkntzO/80SVZlI8mCyhQYxHgkWMYGMlv/XoDeSgWnPr7hxolXgFqUGB1qD61R9KksZUGMKx1j3PTUyQY2UY4XRa6aeaJphM8Ij2LBU4pjrI58dO0ZlVhiiSypYwaK7+nshxrHUWh7Yzxmasl72Z+J/XS010HeRMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ52jIFCWGZ5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm0/FhuAtv7xK2o26d1Fv3F/WmjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAl30AIfCDB4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/Ur+OXQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BXPOosSj9OG1dP/fGhbANyvlP6c=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewCiR6JXjxi4gIJrKRbutDQbTdt14Rs+A1ePGiMV3+QN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpapItQnkkvVDbGmnAnqG2Y47SaK4jjktBNObud+54kqzaR4MNOEBjEeCRYxgo2V/NZjfSAH5YpbdRdA68TLSQVytAblr/5QkjSmwhCOte55bmKCDCvDCKezUj/VNMFkgke0Z6nAMdVBtjh2hi6sMkSRVLaEQQv190SGY62ncWg7Y2zGetWbi/95vdRE10HGRJIaKshyUZRyZCSaf46GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY/Mp2RC81ZfXSbtW9erV2n2j0rzJ4yjCGZzDJXhwBU24gxb4QIDBM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVXLjl8=</latexit>

frepr-obj

<latexit sha1_base64="hB90uRNWbsULID3gvX6khI+529s=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwVWa0+NgV3bisYB/QjiWTZtrQTDIkmUId5k/cuFDErX/izr8xMx1ErQcCh3Pu5Z4cP2JUacf5tEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXViKWmLSwYEJ2faQIo5y0NNWMdCNJUOgz0vEn15nfmRKpqOB3ehYRL0QjTgOKkTbSwLb7IdJjP0ge0vskEiod2FWn5uSAi8QtSBUUaA7sj/5Q4DgkXGOGlOq5TqS9BElNMSNppR8rEiE8QSPSM5SjkCgvyZOn8MgoQxgIaR7XMFd/biQoVGoW+mYyy6n+epn4n9eLdXDhJZRHsSYczw8FMYNawKwGOKSSYM1mhiAsqckK8RhJhLUpq5KXcJnh7PvLi6R9UnNPa/XberVxVdRRBgfgEBwDF5yDBrgBTdACGEzBI3gGL1ZiPVmv1tt8tGQVO/vgF6z3L5XwlGs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FB3kDl7bIYT7our+KKJ1LrnPmtU=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewiCR6JXjxi4gIJrKRbutDQbTdt14Rs+A1ePGiMV3+QN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpapItQnkkvVDbGmnAnqG2Y47SaK4jjktBNObud+54kqzaR4MNOEBjEeCRYxgo2V/NZjfSAH5YpbdRdA68TLSQVytAblr/5QkjSmwhCOte55bmKCDCvDCKezUj/VNMFkgke0Z6nAMdVBtjh2hi6sMkSRVLaEQQv190SGY62ncWg7Y2zGetWbi/95vdRE10HGRJIaKshyUZRyZCSaf46GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY/Mp2RC81ZfXSbtW9a6qtft6pXmTx1GEMziHS/CgAU24gxb4QIDBM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVdRjmA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ly5PMqY27tmdS5tyiClW+osG3rE=">AAAB/HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbaI5eGoPgxTDR4HILevEYwSyQhNDTqUna9Cx014hhGH/FiwdFvPoh3vwbZyZB1Pig4PFeFVX17EAKjZb1aeQWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tc3unqf1QcWhwX/qqbTMNUnjQQIES2oEC5toSWvb4MvVbd6C08L0bnATQc9nQE47gDBOpbxadftRFuMdIQaAOffs2jvtmySpbGeg8qcxIicxQ75sf3YHPQxc85JJp3alYAfYiplBwCXGhG2oIGB+zIXQS6jEXdC/Kjo/pfqIMqOOrpDykmfpzImKu1hPXTjpdhiP910vF/7xOiM5ZLxJeECJ4fLrICSVFn6ZJ0IFQwFFOEsK4EsmtlI+YYhyTvApZCOcpTr5fnifNo3LluFy9rpZqF7M48mSX7JEDUiGnpEauSJ00CCcT8kieyYvxYDwZr8bbtDVnzGaK5BeM9y+1h5WY</latexit>

frepr-obj
<latexit sha1_base64="ly5PMqY27tmdS5tyiClW+osG3rE=">AAAB/HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbaI5eGoPgxTDR4HILevEYwSyQhNDTqUna9Cx014hhGH/FiwdFvPoh3vwbZyZB1Pig4PFeFVX17EAKjZb1aeQWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tc3unqf1QcWhwX/qqbTMNUnjQQIES2oEC5toSWvb4MvVbd6C08L0bnATQc9nQE47gDBOpbxadftRFuMdIQaAOffs2jvtmySpbGeg8qcxIicxQ75sf3YHPQxc85JJp3alYAfYiplBwCXGhG2oIGB+zIXQS6jEXdC/Kjo/pfqIMqOOrpDykmfpzImKu1hPXTjpdhiP910vF/7xOiM5ZLxJeECJ4fLrICSVFn6ZJ0IFQwFFOEsK4EsmtlI+YYhyTvApZCOcpTr5fnifNo3LluFy9rpZqF7M48mSX7JEDUiGnpEauSJ00CCcT8kieyYvxYDwZr8bbtDVnzGaK5BeM9y+1h5WY</latexit>

vq

frepr-obj
<latexit sha1_base64="ly5PMqY27tmdS5tyiClW+osG3rE=">AAAB/HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbaI5eGoPgxTDR4HILevEYwSyQhNDTqUna9Cx014hhGH/FiwdFvPoh3vwbZyZB1Pig4PFeFVX17EAKjZb1aeQWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tc3unqf1QcWhwX/qqbTMNUnjQQIES2oEC5toSWvb4MvVbd6C08L0bnATQc9nQE47gDBOpbxadftRFuMdIQaAOffs2jvtmySpbGeg8qcxIicxQ75sf3YHPQxc85JJp3alYAfYiplBwCXGhG2oIGB+zIXQS6jEXdC/Kjo/pfqIMqOOrpDykmfpzImKu1hPXTjpdhiP910vF/7xOiM5ZLxJeECJ4fLrICSVFn6ZJ0IFQwFFOEsK4EsmtlI+YYhyTvApZCOcpTr5fnifNo3LluFy9rpZqF7M48mSX7JEDUiGnpEauSJ00CCcT8kieyYvxYDwZr8bbtDVnzGaK5BeM9y+1h5WY</latexit>
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Figure 1: Overview of ROOTS. (A) The context observations are first fed into an encoder and obtain the
what
scene-volume feature-map. (B) The scene-object latent-map has a cell of zn = znpres , zpos
for each
n , zn
what
spatial volume cell of the target environment. (C) After obtaining znpres , zpos
,
we
obtain
z
by finding
n
n
object patches from context and then clustering them for each object. The resulting representation zwhat
is not
n
a 3D-representation. (D) Decoding process p(xq |s)p(s|z, vq ). The representation is rearranged according to
q
query viewpoint vq by using f3D→2D (zpos
n , v ) and then projected to a target 2D image. In (D), left-bottom
is an example of 3D full view. A projection camera is shown on the left corner. On the right, we perform 2
projection steps: (1) converting the coordinate w.r.t. the projection camera (bottom) and (2) projecting onto 2D
canvas (up).

QM
prior of ROOTS as p(z, M |C) = p(M |C) m=1 p(z(m) |C). To implement such a model with a
variable number of objects, in AIR (Eslami et al., 2016), the authors proposed to use an RNN that
rolls out M steps, processing one object per step. However, according to our preliminary investigation (under review) and other works (Crawford & Pineau, 2019), it turned out that this approach is
computationally inefficient and shows severe performance degradation with growing M .
Object-Factorized Conditional Prior. To resolve this problem, in ROOTS we propose to process
objects in a spatially local and parallel way instead of sequential processing. This is done by first
introducing the scene-volume feature-map. The scene-volume feature-map is obtained by encoding
context C into a 3D tensor of N = (H ×W ×L) cells. Each cell n ∈ {1, . . . , N } is then associated to
D-dimensional volume feature rn ∈ RD . Thus, the actual output of the encoder is a 4-dimensional
tensor r = frepr-scene (C). Each volume feature rn represents a local 3D space in the target 3D space
in a similar way that a feature vector in a 2D feature-map of CNN models a local area of an input
image. Note, however, that the introduction of the scene-volume feature-map is not the same as the
feature-map of 2D images because, unlike the CNN feature-map for images, the actual 3D target
space is not directly observable—it is only observed through a proxy of 2D images. For the detail
implementation of the encoder frepr-scene , refer to the Appendix A.3.
Given the scene-volume feature-map, for each volume cell n = 1, . . . , N but in parallel, we obtain
what
three latent variables (znpres , zpos
) = zn from the 3D-object prior model p(zn |rn ). We
n , zn
refer this collection of object latent variables z = {zn }N
n=1 to the scene-object latent-map as z
is generated from the scene-volume feature-map r. Here, znpres is a Bernoulli random variable
indicating whether an object is associated (present) to the volume cell or not, zpos
n is a 3-dimensional
coordinate indicating the position of an object in the target 3D space, and zwhat
is a representation
n
vector for the appearance of the object. We defer a more detail description of the 3D-object prior
model p(zn |rn ) to the next section. Note that in ROOTS we obtain zwhat
as a 3D representation
n
which is invariant to 3D viewpoints. The position and appearance latents for cell n are defined only
when the cell has an associated object to represent,
i.e., znpres = 1. From this modeling using sceneP
volume feature-map, we can obtain M = n znpres and the previous prior model can be written as
QM
follows: p(z, M | C) = p(M | C) m=1 p(z(m) | C) =
N
Y
n=1

p(zn | rn ) =

N
Y


znpres
what
p(znpres |rn ) p(zpos
| rn , zpos
.
n | rn )p(zn
n )

(1)

n=1

In addition to allowing spatially parallel and local object processing, another key idea behind introducing a presence variable per volume cell is to reflect the inductive bias of physics: two objects
cannot co-exist at the same position. This helps remove the sequential object processing because
dealing with an object does not need to consider other objects if their features are from spatially
3
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distant areas. Note also that the scene-volume feature-map is not to strictly partition the target 3D
space and that the presence variable represents the existence of the center position of an object not
the full volume of an object. Thus, information about an object can exist across neighboring cells.
Hierarchical Object-Oriented Representation. The object-oriented representations z = {zn }
provided by the above prior model is global in the sense that it contains all objects in the whole
target 3D space, independently to a query viewpoint. From this global representation and given a
query viewpoint, ROOTS generates a 2D image corresponding to a query viewpoint. This is done
first by learning the view-dependent representation of the target image. In a naive approach, this
may be done simply by learning a single vector representation p(zq |z, vq ) but in this case, we lose
important information: the correspondence between a rendered object in the image and a global
object representation zn . That is, we cannot track from which object representation zn an object in
the image is rendered. In ROOTS, we resolve this problem by introducing local 2D-level objectoriented representation layer. This local object-oriented and view-dependent representation allows
additional useful structure and more interpretability. This 2D local representation is similar to those
in AIR (Eslami et al., 2016) and SPAIR (Crawford & Pineau, 2019).
Specifically, for n for which znpres = 1, a local object representation sn is generated by conditioning
on the global representation set z and the query vq . Our local object representation model is written
QN
as: p(s|z, vq ) = n=1 p(sn |z, vq ). Similar to the decomposition of zn , local object representascale what
indicates whether an object n should be
, sn ). Here, spres
, spos
tion sn consists of (spres
n
n , sn
n
rendered in the target image from the perspective of the query. Thus, even if an object exists in the
can be set to zero if that object should be invisible from the
target 3D space, i.e., znpres = 1, spres
n
scale
query viewpoint. Similarly, spos
represent respectively the position and scale of object n
n and sn
in the image not in the 3D space, and swhat
represents the appearance to be rendered into the image
n
scale what
(thus not 3D invariant). For more details about how to obtain (spres
, spos
, sn ) from z and
n
n , sn
q
v , we describe in the next section. Given s = {sn }, we then render to the canvas to obtain the
target image p(xq |s). Combining all, the generative process of ROOTS is written as follows:
Z
N
N
Y
Y
p(zn |C) dzds.
(2)
p(sn |z, vq )
p(xq |vq , C) = p(xq |s)
n=1

n=1

See Figure 1 for the overview of the generation process.
3.2

I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

what
)
Global 3D-object prior. The 3D-object prior p(zn |rn ) generates three latents (znpres , zpos
n , zn
pres
as follows. It first obtains the presence latent from zn ∼ Bernoulli(fpres (rn )) and the 3-dimension
µ
σ
position latent from zpos
∼ N (fpos
(rn ), fpos
(rn )). Using these two latents, we then obtain the
n
what
appearance latent zn . This process is divided into object gathering and object encoding.

For object gathering, for each context image xk we attend and crop a patch that corresponds to object
n. Specifically, we first notice that using the deterministic camera-coordinate projection function
f3D→2D (which we do not learn), we can project from the perspective of a context viewpoint vk , a
pos
k
3D position zpos
n in the global 3D coordinate system into a 2D position uk,n in context image x ,
pos
k
k
i.e., upos
k,n = f3D→2D (zn , v ). If object n should be invisible from the viewpoint v , its projected
pos
k
2D position uk,n is out of the image x and we do not crop a patch. For more details about the
projection function f3D→2D , refer to Wikipedia (2019). We also predict the bounding box scale
k
k
k
uscale
= fscale (upos
k,n
k,n , rn , v ). Given the center position and scale, we can crop a patch xn ⊂ x
using the spatial transformer (Jaderberg et al., 2015). Applying this cropping to all context pairs
pres
(vk , xk ) ∈ C, we gather a set of object image-patches Xn = {xkn }K
= 1.
k=1 for all n with zn
Given object image-patches Xn , obtaining object 3D-representation zwhat
can be converted to a
n
GQN encoding problem. That is, we can simply consider Xn and its corresponding viewpoints as a
new object-level context Cn , and can run an order-invariant GQN representation network rwhat
=
n
frepr-obj (Cn ) and then run ConvDRAW to obtain zwhat
from rwhat
.
n
n
scale what
Local 2D-object prior. The intermediate prior p(sn |z, vq ) generates (spres
, spos
, sn ).
n
n , sn
This is done as follows. Similar to what we described in the above to obtain upos
,
k,n we use
the coordinate projection function f3D→2D to find the position of a global object zn in the

4
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pos
q
target image from the perspective of query vq , i.e., spos
Thus, we
q,n = f3D→2D (zn , v ).
scale
model the position as a deterministic variable. The scale sq,n is also obtained similarly as
described in the above for uscale
Then, we predict spres
∼
n
k,n , but with random sampling.
pos scale
q
pres
Bern(fpres (sq,n , sq,n , zn , v )). If object n should be visible in the 2D target image, i.e., sn =
1, we generate the 2D appearance representation swhat
by using an object-level GQN decoder
n
based on ConvDRAW, i.e., swhat
= ConvDRAW(zwhat
, vq ). Finally, we have p(sn |z, vq ) =
n
n
pos
q
scale pos what
q
pres pos scale
p(spos
|z
,
v
)p(s
|s
,
z
,
v
)p(s
|s
,
s
, zn , vq ).
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Rendering to 2D Canvas. A main challenge in rendering the local representation s = {sn } into
the image canvas, i.e., p(xq |s), is to deal with occlusion. In ROOTS, this can easily be achieved by
q
noticing (i) that the coordinate conversion f3D→2D (zpos
n , v ) actually converts a 3D-coordinate to
another 3D-coordinate and (ii) that then the last dimension of the converted coordinate system can
be interpreted as the orthogonal projection distance from the viewpoint vq to the object’s position
zpos
n . We can use this distance as object depth from the observer’s perspective. This allows us
to sort objects according to their depths and render each object accordingly without occlusion. To
handle background, ROOTS has an independent module to infer the background separately at imagelevel. We also found that learning an object-level mask along with the appearance latent swhat
helps
n
segmentation between foreground and background as well as generating less blurry images. More
details on related implementation are provided in Appendix A.4.
3.3

L EARNING AND I NFERENCE

Due to the intractability of the posterior p(z, s|C, D) with D = {(vjq , xqj )}j the target viewpointimage pairs, we train ROOTS using variational inference with the following posterior approximation
qφ (z, s|C, D) = qφ (z|C, D)qφ (s|z, C, D). To compute the gradient w.r.t. the continuous latent
variables such as the position and appearance, we use reparameterization trick and for the discrete
variables on the presence, we use a continuous relaxation using Gumbel-Softmax trick (Jang et al.,
2016). Other methods based on the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992; Tucker et al., 2017;
Grathwohl et al., 2017) can also be used. Implementation of the approximate posterior q(z|C, D)
and q(s|z, C, D) is made easier by sharing the parameters of q with that of conditional prior p(z|C):
we only need to provide additional data D. With D = (vq , xq ) for simplicity, the objective is to
maximize the following evidence lower bound (ELBO): L(θ, φ; C, D) =
Es,z∼qφ [log pθ (xq |s) − KL[qφ (s|z, vq , C, D) k pθ (s|z, vq )]] − KL[qφ (z|C, D) k pθ (z|C)]. (3)
Combining with Unconditioned Prior. One difficulty in using the conditional prior is the fact that,
because the prior is learned, we have less control in reflecting our prior knowledge into the prior
distribution. In our experiments, it turns out that biasing the posteriors of some variables towards
the values of our prior preference is helpful in stabilizing the model. To implement this, in our
training, we use the following objective that has additional KL terms between the posterior and
unconditioned prior.
L = L(θ, φ; C, D) + KL[qφ (zpos , sscale |C, D) k N (0, I)]
(4)
+ γKL[qφ (zpres |C, D) k Geom(ρ)] + γEz∼qφ [KL[qφ (spres |zpres , C, D) k Geom(ρ)]]
where zpres = {znpres }n and zpos , zscale , spres are defined similarly. The ρ and γ are hyperparameters weighting the auxiliary loss terms. We set them to 0.999 and 7 during training, respectively.
This auxiliary loss can be derived if we replace the conditional prior by the product of expert prior
p(z|C)p(z) divided by the posterior q(z|C).

4

R ELATED W ORKS

Although to our knowledge there has been no previous work on unsupervised and probabilistic
generative object-oriented representation learning for 3D scenes containing multiple objects, there
has been literature on its 2D problems. The first is the Attend, Infer, Repeat (AIR) model (Eslami
et al., 2016). AIR uses spatial transformer (Jaderberg et al., 2015) to crop an object patch and uses
an RNN to sequentially generate next object conditioning on the previous objects. In Crawford &
Pineau (2019), the authors showed that this RNN-based rollout is inefficient and can significantly
5
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degrade performance as the number of objects increases. SPAIR is inspired by YOLO (Redmon
et al., 2016), but unlike YOLO, it does not require bounding box labels. The main limitation of
SPAIR is to infer the latents sequentially. Neural Expectation Maximization (NEM) (Greff et al.,
2017) considers the observed image as a pixel-level mixture of K objects and an image per object
is generated and combined according to the mixture probability. In Greff et al. (2019), the authors
proposed a more efficient version of NEM, called IODINE, using iterative inference (Marino et al.,
2018). In MONET (Burgess et al., 2019), an RNN drawing a scene component at each time step is
used. Unlike AIR and SPAIR, the representations in NEM, IODINE, and MONET do not explicitly
provide natural disentanglement like presence and pose per object.
There have been plenty amount of remarkable works about visual 3D learning from the computer
vision community. However, as pointed in Section 1, the problem setting and proposed model of
these works are different from ours in the sense that they are either (i) not decomposing object-wise
representations from a scene containing multiple objects (but working mostly on single object cases)
(Wu et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016; Choy et al., 2016; Kar et al., 2017; Nguyen-Phuoc et al., 2019), (ii)
supervised approach (Huang et al., 2018; Tulsiani et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2019;
Du et al., 2018), (iii) learn image generation (synthesis) of a 3D scene without scene-representation
(Sitzmann et al., 2019; Kato & Harada, 2019; Pinheiro et al., 2019; Tulsiani et al., 2017) or learn
scene-representation without learning rendering ability (Zhou et al., 2017; Yu & Wang, 2018), or
(iv) not end-to-end. Many of the more traditional works from 3D computer vision also relevant to
our work but many of them are not based on neural networks and not end-to-end trainable.

5

E XPERIMENTS

We evaluate ROOTS quantitatively and qualitatively. We train ROOTS with the same hyperparameters on all datasets. We first briefly describe the datasets. For more details of the dataset generation
and network architecture, refer to Appendix A.5 and Appendix A.4. We use MuJoCo, (Todorov
et al., 2012), to simulate 3D scenes. Specifically, we generate three different datasets of scenes with
1-3 objects, 2-4 objects and 3-5 objects, respectively. We set the image size to 64×64×3 pixels. For
each object, we randomly choose its position, shape, size, and color. Although we put all objects on
the floor, we still predict the 3-dimension coordinate values for zpos
n because objects have different
sizes. We generate 60K different scenes for each dataset and split them into 50k for training, 5k for
validation, and 5k for testing. We use CGQN as the baseline implementation but in the rest of the
section use the abbreviation ‘GQN’ instead of ‘CGQN’ to indicate the general GQN framework.
5.1

Q UALITATIVE E VALUATION

First, we compare the generations between ROOTS with GQN by visualizing several generated
samples from the same scene under the same set of query viewpoints. Note that the goal of this
experiment is to show that achieving the object-wise representation in ROOTS does not deteriorate its generation quality in comparison to GQN. As seen in Figure 2, ROOTS generates slightly
sharper object boundaries while GQN generates more blurry images. We believe that this is due
to the object-wise generation using segmentation masks. Then, to provide a further understanding
of the advantages of object-orientated representation, we visualize decomposed generations from
ROOTS, as shown in Figure 3.A. We can see that ROOTS can generate clean background, complete
objects, precise foreground, and detailed occlusion mask separately. Furthermore, to demonstrate
the viewpoint-invariant property of the global object representation zwhat
, in Figure 3.B, we pron
vide generations of two objects under different query viewpoints. We can see that ROOTS recovers
the object with pose corresponding to query viewpoints. GQN cannot provide such decomposed
generations because its representation is scene-level where objects are not decomposed.
Object-wise disentanglement. Generations from random viewpoints after changing object positions. In this section and the following sections, we use ROOTS trained on the 2-4 object dataset
for demonstration unless otherwise stated. To verify the disentanglement property of our objectoriented representation learned by ROOTS, we carry out the experiment of arbitrarily modifying
zpos
n of one object in a scene. As a good disentangled latent representation, this modification should
not affect the position, existence, and appearance of other objects concurrent in the scene while
handling occlusion properly. More importantly, we should be able to change either the x or y coordinate independently and this change should be consistent across viewpoints. To demonstrate this,
6
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ROOTS

GQN

ROOTS

GQN

Figure 2: Examples of generations from two different scenes together with ground truth placed in the first row
for each scene. ROOTS shows better generation on objects boundary and clearer occlusion, compared with
GQN, especially when there are more object in the scene.
A

B

Figure 3: A: Generated examples for scene decomposition from three different scenes visualized as 2D images
captured by a query camera (viewpoint). For example, in the first group of visualization in A, ROOTS can
segment a scene into the foreground and background first and decompose foreground into each individual
object further, which are a green sphere, a blue cylinder, a partially observed cube and a yellow cube. We also
show the foreground occlusion mask, which is obtained via each object’s mask and the distance between the
object and query camera. B: Recovered generations of two objects from global 3D object-wise representation
under different query viewpoints. The recovered 2D projection have different pose when seen from different
viewpoints.

after changing one dimension of zpos
n of the red cylinder, as shown in Figure 4, we feed this modified
ẑpos
n back to the model and follow the ROOTS generation model in the same way as we do during
testing. Generations under 4 different viewpoints are shown in Figure 4. We can see that ROOTS
has a strong ability to learn disentangled representation and occlusions have been handled well due
to this advantage.
Compositionality. As stated in earlier sections that a 3D scene can be decomposed into several
independent objects, another advantage coming with object-orientated representations is that a new
scene can be easily built up with selected object components. Thus, by simple combination, we
can build novel scenes. To demonstrate this, we first provide ROOTS with three sets of context
images from three different scenes and save the learned object representations z for each scene,
what
z = {zpos
} for all n with zpos
= 1. Then we swap one object between the first two scenes
n , zn
n
and add one additional object to the third scene, as shown in Figure 5. We see that the object
component learned by ROOTS is fully disentangled and can be reused to create new scenes. Also,
by adding one new object, we make a scene with 5 objects, which does not exist in the training
dataset. Another example shown a scene 9 objects is visualized in Figure 6, where we use ROOTS
trained on the 1-3 objects dataset. More details about this experiment can be found in Appendix
A.2.
Partial Observability. We know that the successful generation of ROOTS, even with only partial
observations provided, is coming from object gathering across viewpoints. This is because if an
object is invisible for one viewpoint, ROOTS can learn it from other viewpoints. Here, we want
7
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Figure 4: Visualization of changing zpos,x
and zpos,y
of the red cylinder in a scene through generations from
n
n
4 different cameras. We also simulated the 3D scene in the center. Cameras are shown as an example. We put
walls for readers to better understand the relative height of cameras. There is no wall in the real dataset.

+

Figure 5: TOP: Original generations from three different scenes, icons on the right side highlight objects in
each scene. Each column shows a 2D image captured by one camera. Bottom: Manipulated generations from
the same three scenes under the same set of cameras. We switch the green cylinder from scene 1 with the purple
sphere from scene 2 and we copy green sphere from scene 2 and put it into scene 3.

to push the partial observability to the extreme case, where one object is totally invisible for all
context viewpoints. In this case, ROOTS should not be able to correctly predict its existence, just
like humans observing the true physical world. To show this, we manually select some images from
a scene that has one object missing served as context and the rest served as targets for ROOTS to
generate. We show the results in Figure 7.
5.2

Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATION

NLL and MSE. In this section, we compare the quantitative results of ROOTS and GQN on the
negative log-likelihood (NLL) and the mean squared error (MSE) on the test dataset. The goal is to
show quantitatively that achieving the object-wise representation in ROOTS does not deteriorate its
generation quality in comparison to GQN. We approximate NLL using importance sampling with
K = 50 samples and report the image NLL normalized by the number of pixels in Table ??. Both
GQN and ROOTS are trained for 120 epochs on each dataset, making sure both ROOTS and GQN
have converged. We see that, although learning object-factorized representations, ROOTS achieves
NLL comparable to GQN. Due to object-wise representation, ROOTS recovers objects separately,
together with an independent background module, ROOTS performs better on MSE than GQN. This
benefit becomes clearer as the number of objects in the scene grows.
Table 1: Negative log-likelihood and mean squared error

Training set
Metrics
ROOTS
GQN

1-3 objects
NLL
0.9199
0.9196

MSE
15.16
15.28

2-4 objects
NLL
0.9205
0.9201

MSE
25.37
26.86

3-5 objects
NLL
0.9213
0.9204

MSE
29.82
32.66

Object Detection Quality. In this section, we only provide precision and recall results as object
detection evaluation of ROOTS as GQN cannot detect objects. To estimate the true positive prediction, we first filter out predictions that are too far away from any ground truth by applying a
8
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Figure 6: A novel scene consisted of 9 objects is composited by ROOTS trained on 1-3 objects dataset.

Context

Targets

Generations

Figure 7: Left: Context images provided to ROOTS, we select images that do not have the green sphere
projected. Middle: Target images, from which we can see that there is one green sphere existed. Right:
Generations from ROOTS given context images from the left.

radius threshold. The distance is calculated as the euclidean distance between two center points.
Then we assign the predicted object to the ground truth object to which it has the nearest distance.
Multi-association is not allowed. We normalize the coordinate value to be in the range of [−1, 1]
for better interpretability of the applied radius threshold. Accordingly, the average object size is 0.3.
We provide the precision and recall result under different thresholds in Table ??. Besides precision
and recall, we also provide the counting accuracy of ROOTS.
Table 2: Precision and Recall

Training set
Threshold
Precision
Recall
Count Acc.

6

1-3 objects
0.1
76.82
75.56

0.15
91.56
90.15
93.18

2-4 objects
0.35
98.68
97.40

0.1
66.76
65.53

0.15
86.07
84.57
88.16

3-5 objects
0.35
98.29
95.93

0.1
66.64
66.91

0.15
86.09
86.47
82.21

0.35
96.65
97.10

C ONCLUSION

We proposed ROOTS, a probabilistic generative model for unsupervised learning of 3D scene representation and rendering. ROOTS can learn object-oriented interpretable and hierarchical 3D scene
representation. In experiments, we showed the generation, decomposition, and detection ability of
ROOTS. For compositionality and transferability, we also showed that, due to the factorization of
structured representation, new scenes can be easily built up by reusing components from 3D scenes.
Interesting future directions would be to learn the knowledge of the 3D world in a sequential manner
as we humans keep updating and inferring knowledge through time.
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A

A PPENDIX

A.1

G ENERALIZATION

In this section, we quantitatively analyze ROOTS’s generalization performance on tasks of generation and detection. For the task of generation, we provide a comparison between ROOTS and GQN.
Specifically, we train both ROOTS and GQN on our three datasets until full convergence. For each
model trained on one dataset, e.g 1-3 objects dataset, we test it on the other two datasets, e.g 2-4
objects dataset, and 3-5 objects dataset. For the task of detection, since GQN only provide scenelevel representation (detection is not possible), we only report detection performance of ROOTS.
Generation results (MSE) and detection results (precisin and recall) are shown in Table 3 and Table
4, respectively. Precision and recall are reported with the radius threshold set to 0.15 unit in Mujoco physic world. Here, we describe the trend we find from the experimental observations. When
trained on dataset with small (e.g., 1-3) number of objects and tested on large (e.g., 3-5) number of objects, both ROOTS and GQN do not generalize well. This is because, during testing, latent
variables are sampled from a learned prior. If during training, the model isn’t provided a chance to
see scenes with more objects, it is hard to generalize well. Also, we note that, compared with GQN,
ROOTS obtains larger MSE error. Together with observations in the following case, we hypothesize
this sensitivity comes from the discrete variable, presenting the existence of an object. While with
one vector representing the full scene, GQN has smoother performance. When trained on dataset
with a large number of objects while tested on a small number of objects, ROOTS and GQN
show a similar property in their performance. They both perform well. But, in this case, ROOTS
produces better generations results, which we believe is a benefit from the object-wise generation
and a separate background module. While in GQN all information are compressed into one vector.
The above conclusion of ROOTS is consistent with its performance on detection task. One interesting finding during this experiment is that ROOTS trained on 3-5 objects dataset achieves better
results (lower MSE, higher precision, and recall) than trained on 1-3 objects dataset when testing on
1-3 objects dataset. A similar phenomenon is found when testing on 2-4 objects dataset. This is an
interesting finding that is worth more investigation.
Table 3: Quantitative generalization results on generation
Training set

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

Testing set

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

GQN
ROOTS

15.57
14.72

27.49
35.22

43.57
71.43

16.44
13.97

26.77
25.35

37.62
42.21

15.02
11.48

23.73
19.62

33.38
29.88

Table 4: Quantitative generalization results on object detection
Training set

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

Testing set

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

1-3 Objects

2-4 Objects

3-5 Objects

Precision
Recall
Count Acc.

91.43
89.84
93.07

83.25
80.02
81.04

71.81
65.67
57.91

90.56
89.22
93.17

86.55
84.68
87.42

80.83
78.29
79.42

93.24
93.66
92.57

90.10
89.94
88.14

85.91
85.91
82.17

A.2

C OMPOSING WITH MORE OBJECTS

In this section, we provide one more example of compositionality. We first train ROOTS on 1-3
objects dataset. As in Figure 8, during testing, we collect object representations from 7 different
scenes and reuse them to composite a new scene with 9 objects. Additionally, the sampled center
position of each object and query viewpoints (represented as camera position, pitch, and roll) fed
into ROOTS are with respect to canonical coordinates. Note that, to predict the scale of objects in
2D projection correctly (e.g., for the same object, the larger the distance between it and viewpoint is,
the smaller that object should be in the 2D projection), ROOTS learns to infer local depth (position
translation) for each object given specific query viewpoint. This can be observed on the yellow
sphere, green cylinder and blue cube in the bottom row in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: TOP: Target images taken by several query viewpoints from 9 different scenes with icons on the
right hand-side highlighting the objects in the scene. Bottom: New scene created with objects collected from
the above 9 scenes.

A.3

D ETAILS OF COMPONENT MODULES

We first introduce some important building-blocks for implementing our model in this section, and
then sketch the implementation steps using modules described here in the following section.
Scene Representation Network: We use Scene Representation Network to implement the order
invariant encoder at scene level, frepr-scene (·). This network is modified based on Representation Network in GQN. We adjust kernel size and add a CNN3D layer to make sure the output conv-features
fit our needs, shown as in Figure 9. The scene representation network takes <image, viewpoint>
pair as input, output a conv-feature map. To implement the order invariant, we take the mean of
these outputs from the same scene.
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Figure 9: Scene Representation Network

Object Representation Network: We use object Representation Network to implement order invariant encoder at object level, frepr-obj (·). As visualized in Figure 10, we design a branch to pass
low level feature to provide richer conv-features. The dimension d in the second input equals to the
summation of the dimension of {z pres , sscale , and spos }. The corresponding values are listed in
Table 5. The order invanriant is implemented in the same way as in Scene Representation Network.
Convolutional LSTM Cell: We use ConvLSTM as the RNN module in the ConvDRAW module.
In ConvLSTM, all fully-connected layers are substituted with convolutional layers. Its one updating
step is described as follows:
(hi+1 , ci+1 ) ←− ConvLSTM(xi , hi , ci )
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Figure 10: Object Representation Network

where hi is the output of the cell and ci is the recurrent state of the ConvLSTM, xi is the input. Both
hi and ci are initialized with zeros at the i = 0 step.
ConvDRAW: We highlight one step ConvDRAW (denoted as l) used in ROOTS here for generative
process and inference process separately.
• Generative Process:
(l)
(h(l+1)
, c(l+1)
) ← ConvLSTMθ (x(l) , z(l) , h(l)
p
p
p , cp )

z(l+1) ∼ StatisNet(h(l+1)
)
p
• Inference Process:
(l) (l)
(h(l+1)
, cq(l+1) ) ← ConvLSTMφ (y, x(l) , h(l)
q
p , hq , cq )

z(l+1) ∼ StatisNet(h(l+1)
)
q
(l)
(h(l+1)
, cp(l+1) ) ← ConvLSTMθ (e(l) , z(l) , h(l)
p
p , cp )

where xl is the input at the lth step, y is target reconstruction, z (l+1) is the sampled latent at the
lth step. We denote the prior module and posterior module with subscript p and q, respectively. θ
and φ are neural network parameters. The StatisNet is described in the following paragraph. In the
Renderer network, we replace the StatisNet with a deterministic Decoder.
Sufficient Statistic Networks: The Sufficient Statistic Networks will output sufficient statistics for
pre-defined distribution, e.g. µ and σ for Gaussian distribution, given inputs. We list the configuration of all the Sufficient Statistics Networks in Table 5 used during generation. For znpos , znwhat and
pres
sscale
and
n,i , we use auto-regressive scheme (ConvDraw) to learn the sufficient statistics. For zn
spres
,
we
use
regular
convolutional
layers.
In
the
third
column,
we
give
the
kernel
size
of
the
first
q,n
convolutional layer, the remaining are Conv3D 1X1 layers. If the kernel size is 3, we have one zero
paddings, the stride is 1 to keep the spatial size unchanged. The ”Draw Rollouts” column shows the
number of DRAW steps we apply. The ”Concat” column specifies how we use sampled latent value
for the subsequent process, for example, concatenating z l , for l < L or only taking z L , where L is
the rollout steps.
GQN Implementation: We strictly follow the paper for implementation details. The only difference
is we enhance the decoder in the renderer by adding two more convolutional layers.
A.4

I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

Here, we give the details of the implementation of ROOTS. Details of component modules are
mentioned in Appendix A.3. We first outline the generation and inference process for one object,
indexed with n. Parallelizing it to multiple objects is straightforward.
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Table 5: Configuration of Sufficient Statistic Networks

Latent Variable
zpos
n
zwhat
n
sscale
q,n
znpres
spres
q,n
zbg

Channel Numbers
[128, 128, 64, 32, 3]
[128, 128, 64, 32, 4]
[128, 128, 64, 32, 2]
[256, 256, 128, 64, 1]
[271, 256, 128, 64, 32, 1]
[128, 4]

K
3
1
1
3
1
3

Draw Rollouts
2
4
4
2

Concate
last step
concatenate
last step
last step

Generation Process Superscript on ConvDRAW is used to indicate which variable the ConvDRAW module is responsible for. The Renderer module is implemented in the same way as
ConvDRAW with one difference that we do not model any variable in Renderer, making it a deterministic decoder. All the ConvDRAW modules have a hidden state size of 128. We use ST
denote spatial transformation process and ST −1 denotes the reversed process. K denote the index
set of context C and θ and φ are neural network parameters.

r←

X

frepr-scene (xk , vk , θ)

(Obtain scene-volume feature-map)

(5)

(Sample 3D position)
(Sample global presence)

(6)
(7)

(Perspective projection)

(8)

(Sample object scale)

(9)

k∈K
pos
zpos
n ∼ ConvDRAWθ (rn )
znpres ∼ CONVθ (rn )
pos
k
upos
k,n ← f3D→2D (zn , v ), k ∈ K

∼ ConvDRAWscale
(rn , vk , upos
θ
k,n ), k
scale
xkn ← ST (xk , [upos
k,n , uk,n ]), k ∈ K

uscale
k,n

∈K

(Crop object patch)

(10)

(Object level encoding)

(11)

(rwhat
)
zwhat
∼ ConvDRAWwhat
θ
n
n
pos
pos
q
sq,n ← f3D→2D (zn , v )

(Sample global what)
(Perspective projection)

(12)
(13)

scale
q
(rn , spos
sscale
q,n , v )
q,n ∼ ConvDRAWθ

(Sample object scale)

(14)

(Sample local presence)

(15)

rwhat
n

←

X

frepr-obj (xkn , vk ), k

∈K

k∈K

spres
q,n
x̂qn , αnq

scale
∼ CONVθ (znpres , rwhat
, vq , spos
n
q,n , sq,n )
← Rendererθ (zwhat
, vq )
n

scale
x̂qn ← ST −1 (αnq × x̂qn , [spos
q,n , sq,n ])

αnq
occ
αq,n

←
←

x̂qf g ←

(Decode the object patch and object mask)
(16)
(Generate object patch)

(17)

(Obtain occlusion mask)

(18)
(19)

(Generate foreground)

(20)

(Generate foreground mask)

(21)

(Sample background)

(22)

(Decode background)

(23)

(Render generations)

(24)

−1

ST (αnq , [sqn pos , sqn scale ])
depthn × αnq == min(depthn
n
X

×

αnq )

occ
(αq,n
× x̂qn × spres
q,n )

n

αfq g ←

X
occ
(αnq × αq,n
× spres
q,n )
n

zbg ∼ ConvDRAWbg
θ (r)
x̂qbg
q

bg

q

← BgRenderer(z , v )

x̂ ←

x̂qf g

+ (1 −

αfq g )

×

x̂qbg

Inference Process The inference modules are paralleled with generative modules. We only highlight the different part below.
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rq ←

X

frepr-scene (xq , vq , θ)

(Obtain scene-volume feature-map) (25)

q
pos q
zpos
n ∼ ConvDRAWθ,φ (rn , rn )

znpres
spos
q,n
scale
sq,n
xqn

∼ CONVφ (rqn , rn )
q
← f3D→2D (zpos
n ,v )
q
pos
q
∼ ConvDRAWscale
θ,φ (rn , rn , sq,n , v )
scale
← ST (xq , [spos
q,n , sq,n ])

rwhat
q,n ←

X

frepr-obj (xqn , vq )

(Sample 3D position for object n)

(26)

(Sample global presence)
(Perspective projection)

(27)
(28)

(Sample object scale)

(29)

(Crop object patch)

(30)

(Encode object level context)

(31)

(Sample global what)

(32)

(Sample local presence)

(33)

(Sample background)

(34)

q
what what
zwhat
∼ ConvDRAWwhat
, rq,n )
n
θ,φ (rn

spres
q,n

∼

bg

∼

z

A.5

what pos scale
CONVφ (rwhat
, sq,n , sq,n , vq )
q,n , rn
q
ConvDRAWbg
θ,φ (r , r)

DATASET D ETAILS

The sizes of objects are randomly chosen from 0.56 to 0.66 unit in the Mujoco physic world. Each
object is put on the floor of 3D space with a range of [−2, 2] along both x-axis and y-axis. We have
three different types of object, cube, sphere, and cylinder with 6 different colors. For each dataset,
we first randomly choose the number of objects in a scene, then randomly choose object type, color
and their positions (x and y coordinates). For each scene, we have 30 cameras put at a radius of 3,
pointing at a squared area located at the center, thus, the camera would not always look at the center
point. The pitch is randomly chosen from [−π/6., −π/7.] and the yaw is randomly chosen from
[−π, π]. During training, we randomly divide each scene into context set and query set, where the
number of <image, viewpoint> pair in context set is randomly chosen from a range of [10, 20] and
the remaining are served as query set.
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